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In this issue ..

Welcome from Kevin Abbott
The past month has been a very busy period for me (see below) and
the EBEA, as we hosted our Annual Conference in Birmingham over
the 12 - 13 June. I have featured a selection of the photos from the
Conference on the front cover of this months newsletter and will
devote most of this month’s edition to pointing out some of the
highlights and member benefits that can now be downloaded from
the EBEA website.
Our busy month continues on the 27 June as we head to the
prestigious Bank of England conference centre for what promises to
be another engaging and stimulating day conference. I will
personally be attending this event, along with a colleague from my
department and some of my A Level Economics students. This will
allow me to report on the event in next month’s EBEA News, my
final newsletter of the year. Yes, it really is nearly the end of term
and there is still far too much to do!
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The death of Steve Tarbet

Response to the UCIE on IGCSE

Charles Smith has shared some sad news on the EBEA Facebook page.
Steve Tarbet, the Secretary of the Welsh Branch of the Economics
Association in the 1980s, passed away this month. Charles posted: “I'm
sure there are some long-standing EBEA members who would wish to be
informed of this sad news. RIP Steve”.

MyKindaCrowd-

Page 10
AEEE Cologne-Bonn Conference

The EBEA’s newest member says hello to the world...
Whilst I missed the 2012 Annual Conference myself, I had a very
good reason for not doing so… I am delighted to report that the
Abbott household welcomed its newest addition. My daughter
made her appearance bang in the middle of the half term break,
which my Head informs me was excellent planning! To quote a
message from a former student who contacted me upon hearing
the news: “Well done Mr Abbott, another future economist in
the making!”

Chloe Elizabeth Abbott, born 10.08pm
Wednesday 06/06/12, [7lb 15oz] with her proud father
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Your 2012/13 EBEA Executive and key officials
When I first joined the EBEA as an NQT I had the misconception that the EBEA was a huge
government funded organisation, akin to the TDA or what was then known as the Specialist
Schools Trust. As I became more involved with the Association I was surprised to learn that this
could not be further from the truth; the EBEA is in fact a charity run by just one part time Chief
Executive and a very small team of part time employees (an Office Administrator, Journal Editor
and Website Manager). The management of the Association is in the hands of a dedicated group
of trustees and volunteers, with an elected Executive team supporting the CE and an extended
group of elected Council members drawn from across the entire country. The Executive members
are elected to serve a 3 year term, with Council members being elected initially for two years.
After Duncan Cullimore, our long serving Chief Executive, retired in 2011, the Association was led
for a short term by Sally Crathern, as Interim Chief Executive until the turn of the year. I am
delighted to report that Sandra Donnelly has now taken up the reigns and will be leading the
Association and working closely with the Executive team. Sandra introduces herself on the
following page of this newsletter.

Paid Officials
Chief Executive: Sandra Donnelly

Journal Editor: Andrew Ashwin

Office Administrator: Claire Johnson

Website Manager: Margaret Hancock

Executive (following the 2012 AGM, 12/06/12)
Chair: Kevin Abbott

Honorary Treasurer: Sandra Butler

Company Secretary: Paul Widdowson

Vice Chair Development: [Vacant]

Vice Chair Education: Brian Sanderson

Vice Chair Marketing: [Vacant]

[Full details of the paid officers and Executive and Council membership,
including contact numbers and email addresses, can be found on the EBEA website:
http://www.ebea.org.uk/about_us/officers_and_council/]

Find us on Facebook: Share your favourite lessons, teaching ideas, useful websites or just
words of wisdom with other EBEA members. Join the EBEA Facebook group here.
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Sandra Donnelly, the EBEA’s new Chief Executive
I am extremely honoured and excited to be given the opportunity to lead the EBEA
into the next phase of its evolution. I have been an active member of the Association
for several years, most recently as Vice Chair for Development. During that time I’ve
seen a lot of changes within the Association, not least Duncan's retirement, along
with an increased desire (and need) for the support of a subject specific network in
a time of rapid changes within the profession.
Amidst all this change the core values of the EBEA which will guide me in the coming
years remain unchanged:
Commitment and passion for teaching and learning
Improving standards and challenge practice
Valuing the people in the subject and nurturing relationships
I am committed to the EBEA mission: “Leading a vibrant community of people committed to quality and
the development of Business, Economics and Enterprise by challenging practice and standards through
active members who engage, debate and support each other.”
The Executive and I strongly believe that the strength and effectiveness of the Association lies in the quality and engagement of its membership. With this in mind, over the coming twelve months I will be looking
to develop member benefits by focusing on building our networks and looking to leverage our collective
subject expertise to share best practice through CPD workshops.
I still wonder how I managed to land the best job in our subject: providing opportunities for high quality
subject specific CPD to share best practice and drive up standards; creating opportunities for debate; identifying, nurturing and inspiring the future stars within our subjects; and, above all, leading the future development of our subjects.
But I will not be able do any of this without your support and involvement – this is your subject Association
as much as it is mine. The success of our Association is built on strong relationships and collaboration between people who care passionately about our subjects. If you would like to be more involved, but aren’t
sure how – just get in touch.
Above all I look forward to supporting you in your teaching – after all that is why the EBEA exists.
Sandra Donnelly, Chief Executive
[Sandra.Donnelly@ebea.org.uk]
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EBEA 2012 Teacher of the Year Awards
The EBEA Teacher of the Year is awarded to a teacher member of the EBEA who has shown
evidence of outstanding teaching in the subjects of Business and/or Economics and who has
also made an outstanding contribution to the work of the EBEA. Previously only teachers who had
qualified within the last five years were eligible, however the Association now has a separate
Award for Trainee Teacher of the Year. The Teacher of the Year award is now open to all our
teaching members in both the school sector and Higher Education. This year’s winner was
Helena Knapton, Tutor of PGCSE students at Edge Hill University. Congratulations to Helena!
You can read more about Helena and her nomination on the following page.

2012 Teacher of the Year Nominees with the Chief Executive (From left to right: Lee Tynan
(Formby High School, Liverpool) Roberta Keys (Bromsgrove School, Bromsgrove) Helena
Knapton (Edge Hill Uni, Ormskirk) Sandra Donnelly (EBEA Chief Executive) Jade Slater (Walton
High School, Stafford) Russell Wareing (Lancaster Royal Grammar School, Lancaster)
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Helena Knapton, EBEA 2012 Teacher of the Year
At the Annual Conference, the Chief Executive was pleased
to announce the winner of that 2012 Teacher of the Year
award as Helena Knapton, Tutor of PGCSE students at Edge
Hill University. The Chief Executive spoke of her
enthusiasm in supporting the work of the EBEA.
Helena was nominated by her students who wrote:
"We cannot imagine any other teacher could possibly
deserve this award more. The level of commitment and
dedication that Helena shows every single day is
admirable. She is an inspiration to each and every one of
us and we all hope to be as outstanding as she is one day.

Helen’s students also said of her:
"The passion Helena shows not only for her subject but for teaching is incredible. Every lesson
she delivers is different and it is exciting to see what activities she will have planned for the day.
Her lessons are full of surprises and fill us all with enthusiasm for the course and ideas for our
own teaching, learning and assessment strategies.
"Helena has encouraged the class to become a strong team of friends who share ideas and
resources. She has developed and implemented a range of opportunities and activities to knit
the group as a solid team. This has created a rich and supportive learning environment within
the classroom which also serves as a support system whilst we are out on placement.
"It takes a very special person to teach teachers and a unique individual to inspire so many to
become outstanding teachers. Helena is a credit not only to Edge Hill University but to the
teaching profession."
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Updates to the EBEA Website following the Annual Conference
Margaret Hancock, our Website Manager has asked me to report that over the past couple of weeks
there has been a lot of activity on the website with the addition of the presentations and photos from
the conference.
If you were at the conference, follow the link into the Annual Conference photos section and see if you
can spot yourself in the photos. If you weren’t there we would still invite you to browse through them
to get a feel for the sessions and activities that delegates enjoyed. The pictures on the main section
pages have also been updated; all of them featuring members at the conference so you might like to
see if they can spot yourself or someone you know.
There is also a link to the PowerPoints and handouts which are available for members to download and
the EBEA awards page has been updated with the lovely picture of Helena Knapton receiving her award
as Teacher of the Year.
And last but not least your website manager will put a £5 note in the post to the writer of the best
suggestion as to what Sandra Butler, our EBEA Treasurer and Claire Johnson, EBEA Office Administrator
were talking about in the this picture, the first from the group of photos showing delegates (only
answers suitable for publication accepted). Send your answers directly to Margaret Hancock at
margaret.hancock@ntlworld.com

Caption
competition
time!
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In The News Case Studies [Teaching & Resources section of the EBEA website]
http://www.ebea.org.uk/teaching_resources/lesson_ideas_and_resources/in_the_news_case_studies/

Margaret Hancock, continues to add further topical case studies. This
months contributions are as follows:
29 May 2012 - Brits still basking in the heat wave
11 June 2012 - New WH Smith branding gets the nod of approval

Kevin Abbott’s ‘Starter of the month’ [Teaching & Resources section]
http://www.ebea.org.uk/teaching_resources/lesson_ideas_and_resources/starter_of_the_month/

This month I have decided not to include a specific starter as
such, however you are welcome to use the resource that I am
going to discuss as part of a lesson starter or even as part of a
series of lessons. I am going to explain how I like to make use of
the time I have with my AS Business Studies students now that
they have finished their AS examinations. Officially we have the
AS students back for four weeks of A2 teaching after their AS
examinations are finished. I tend to cover a small amount of the
new syllabus topics but have found that the students tend to
forget most of what we do this side of the long summer break
and we end up having to re-teach a lot of this in September anyway. Therefore in my opinion,
some of the best use of this time is for extra curricular activities and enrichment opportunities.

Over the past two years my students have entered a ‘Design a Sub Challenge’, run as a
collaboration between a PR firm (McKenna Townsend PR) and the Subway sandwich chain. In the
past this was called ’Design a Sub for Anglia / London / Yorkshire/ etc’ but they appear to have
ditched the regional name in recent years. I am not sure if the competition is open to all parts of
the country but the resource pack provided to me in May (and which I will add to the EBEA
website) is an excellent teaching resource and my students have really enjoyed completing the
group activity over the past two years. Not all groups entered the actual competition, although
one of my Post 16 groups has been a runner up in each of the past two years , which was an additional benefit of taking part if this activity. We’re entering again this year and I would urge other
schools to get involved in this excellent extra curricular opportunity!
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EBEA responds to the UCIE on the IGCSE
As part of the review of the Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies (Syllabus 0450) the
University of Cambridge International Examinations (UCIE) is proposing a revision
to the content and assessment of the syllabus to reflect the changing needs of
schools and candidates and the current developments in the subject. These
changes would be for first examination in November 2015. In May 2012, the EBEA
was invited by UCIE to make constructive suggestions and comments about the
content and style of its syllabuses against five proposals. You can read the EBEA’s
response here:
http://www.ebea.org.uk/about_us/ebea_campaigns/ucie_igcse_business_studies_syllabus_0450_/

Dear EBEA Member,
Great news! We have just been awarded Olympic Legacy Social Enterprise award ‘Arc’, by BiTC.
Huge thanks if you have already joined MyKindaCrowd, as we really value your support on our
journey: More than 1,500 schools and colleges and 88% of universities are already members. As
you know, there are no costs whatsoever.
We have two Team GB Olympians ready to set challenges in the weeks ahead- perfect for students
to get stuck into over the summer. And that’s on top of some great company challenges that are
being devised as I write this.
You may have seen the James Caan challenge which is very entrepreneurial and offers a 1-week
experience with James and his companies. Plus, the IOD (Institute of Directors) have set a
challenge with some un-buyable business mentoring for the winners. www.mykindacrowd.com
If you’d like a specific type of challenge or a specific company to set a challenge, then please drop
us an email and we will do our best to make it happen.
Please do recommend MyKindaCrowd to your friends and colleagues in other schools, colleges and
universities. For latest news and challenge launch offers: follow us on Twitter, join us on Facebook,
watch us on Youtube
Best wishes and thanks
Will Akernam, Managing Director, and the MyKindaCrowd team
William Akerman, Managing Director

Winners of Unltd Big Venture Challenge 2011

www.mykindacrowd.com
t | 08444 127 497
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The 19th European Economics Education Conference

AEEE Cologne-Bonn Conference

“Economic Crisis – Catastrophe or Opportunity?”
Monday 27 to Thursday 30 August 2012
The AEEE Cologne-Bonn Conference 2012 is an international meeting of teachers, teacher trainers, inspectors and
researchers with a professional interest in all aspects of Economics and Business Education in Europe and worldwide.
The conference will provide participants with excellent opportunities to enhance both their careers and their understanding of the nature of the economic crisis. At the AEEE Cologne-Bonn Conference 2012 you will:

Presentations
- Hear some top economists giving lectures on the economic crisis
- Explore state of the art economics which addresses contemporary economic policy problems
- Get international points of view
- Find new ways of teaching economics
- Learn about and share classroom experiences, good practice examples, and reports on projects

Excursions
- Take part in visits and excursions with an economic impact
- Visit a German school with a focus on economics education

People
- Exchange research findings, ideas and concepts
- Build professional networks
- Build teacher relations and teams on a European basis
- Make friends from all over Europe
For more information, go to http://www.economicseducation.eu/ or email enwall@aol.com.
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